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1 Reason for Policy

The White Horse Federation is committed to ensuring that the positive reputation
of the Trust and its schools is upheld, and that public opinion of the Trust remains
an accurate representation of the hard work and dedication of its staff, pupils, and
community.



2 Policy Statement

The White Horse Federation recognises the significant role that public relations
can play in shaping public perception of the Trust and its schools.

The purpose of this Policy is to ensure that The White Horse Federation maximises
media coverage and public relations activities to preserve and improve its
reputation, and to support the Trust in meeting its strategic objectives as they
intersect with communications.



3 Policy Scope

This Policy covers areas including handling media enquiries and standard
operating procedures for proactive and reactive media engagement.

This Policy does not describe the processes that must be followed in the course of
producing the communications that comprise public relations activity, and
therefore must be read in conjunction with other policies, including:

● Communications Policy
● Marketing Content Safeguarding Policy
● IT General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Policy

This Policy applies to the following users:

● The White Horse Federation marketing team.
● Any member of The White Horse Federation staff, volunteer, trustee, local

governing board member, director member, or contractor who participates
in public relations activity in any capacity.



4 Policy Definitions

4.1 User

User refers to any member or associate of The White Horse Federation for whom
this Policy applies. See Section 3 Policy Scope for more information.

4.2 Proactive Media Engagement

Proactive media engagement refers to approaching the media with positive stories
that have been planned in advance. Proactive media engagement is comprised of
the standard, ongoing practice of sharing positive news with the media for the
purpose of raising the profile and reputation of the Trust and its schools.

4.3 Reactive Media Engagement

Reactive media engagement refers to responding to media enquiries on unplanned
topics not considered part of a prepared, proactive media engagement strategy.
Unplanned, reactive media engagement can be required for both positive and
negative news stories.

4.4 Stakeholder

Stakeholder refers to anyone with a personal, professional, or civic interest in the
welfare and success of The White Horse Federation or its schools, staff, or pupils.
This includes but is not limited to Federation staff, parents, families, community
members, local businesses and organisations, advocacy groups, and media outlets.

4.5 PR Incident

PR incident refers to the perception of an unpredictable event that threatens the
expectancies of stakeholders, and could impact the Trust’s performance or
generate negative outcomes.



4.6 Crisis Communications

Crisis communications refers to the collection, processing, and distribution of
information required to address a PR incident.



5 Procedures

5.1 Media Enquiries

All media enquiries should be referred to The White Horse Federation marketing
team in the first instance so the enquiry can be logged and handled appropriately.

5.1.1 Contacting the Marketing Team

Media enquiries should be forwarded to the marketing team via the
marketing@twhf.org.uk email address. This will ensure a record of the enquiry is
logged, and that the enquirer receives a timely response.

5.1.2 Out-of-Hours Enquiries

During normal working hours, all media enquiries should be referred to the
marketing team so that the enquiry can be logged and dealt with appropriately.

If the media contact the Trust or one of its schools out-of-hours, the media should
be referred to the marketing team (see Section 5.1.1) at the soonest opportunity.

The marketing team will decide whether to deal with the enquiry out-of-hours or
pick up during normal office hours, depending on the nature of the enquiry.

mailto:marketing@twhf.org.uk


5.2 Identifying Spokespeople

Schools should endeavour to provide the marketing team with a list of staff who
have either undergone media training and/or are nominated spokespeople able to
speak confidently about their area of expertise.

When proactive (planned) or reactive (unplanned) public relations activity is
required, these spokespeople may be called upon to provide a statement.

5.3 Proactive (Planned) Media Engagement

One of the roles of the marketing team is to maximise the publicity of good news
stories, provide information to the media, and identify suitable members of staff
for interviews.

5.3.1 Maximising Good News

The marketing team relies on staff across the Trust sharing good news stories
suitable for distribution to the media. If in doubt about the appeal of a story, please
check with the marketing team.

Examples of good news stories include:

● New services, procedures, or ways of working.
● Winning awards and grants.
● School improvements.
● Research projects.
● Personal or school achievements.
● Positive feedback.
● Very important person (VIP) or celebrity visits.
● Anything unusual or out of the ordinary.

5.3.2 Press Releases

Press releases are used to highlight good news stories to the media. Examples of
suitable topics for a press release include:

● Staff awards and achievements.
● Fundraising events.



● Large-scale or multi-school events, such as festivals.
● The opening of new buildings or departments.
● Very important person (VIP) or celebrity visits.

The marketing team is responsible for writing press releases on behalf of the Trust
and its schools. The team will advise on the best time to send out a press release,
and to which media, depending on the nature of the story.

If an external agency is asked to issue a press release that involves the Trust or one
of its schools, the release must be submitted to the marketing team for approval
before being issued.

Users who request a press release must be able to provide the marketing team with
enough information about the story to complete the press release. This includes
key “who, what, why, where, when” details and a statement from an appropriate
spokesperson. If an inadequate level of information is provided, the marketing
team may return to the user for more information or refuse the request.

5.3.2.1 Newsworthiness

The media receive many press releases and can be highly selective about which
stories are brought in front of their audience.

It is not guaranteed that the media will run a story, even when a press release is
provided by the marketing team. As a result, it is not appropriate to approach the
media with a press release if it is likely that the story will be disregarded.

When the marketing team receives a request to produce a press release, they will
assess the newsworthiness of the story using the following criteria:

● Timing: A story must be current. Stories with only average interest must be
told quickly if they are to be told at all.

● Significance: The number of people affected by a story affects its
newsworthiness.

● Proximity: Stories which happen nearer to us have more significance. The
closer a story is to home, the more newsworthy it is.

● Prominence: The presence of a VIP or celebrity significantly increases the
likelihood of media coverage.

● Human Interest: Human interest stories appeal to emotion and evoke
responses such as amusement, “feel-good”, or sadness. Newspapers often
have a dedicated area for offbeat or interesting items.

If a story is not considered newsworthy, the marketing team will discuss other
options for coverage, such as the release of a blog post and/or social media activity.



Photography

The availability of quality photographs that illustrate an event can make or break
the newsworthiness of a story. It is therefore essential that adequate preparations
are made for photographs to be taken of an organised event that is to be publicised
after it has taken place.

If a news story summarises an unplanned event that has already taken place, an
after-the-fact photo should be taken of the relevant people for use in the media.
The names of anyone photographed should be provided, except those under the
age of 18, where only first names may be provided (for more information, see the
Marketing Content Safeguarding Policy).

Images must be of a useable quality, a high resolution, and in focus.

Once they are taken, photographs should be provided to the marketing team, who
will distribute them to the media and make the images available on the press
section of the school website.

5.3.3 Published Articles and Papers

Staff are requested to inform the marketing team when they submit or contribute
to a paper or article which may generate national or international media interest if
published.

5.3.4 Interview Requests

Requests for interviews, filming, and photographs can be received as part of both
proactive press engagement and reaction to an unplanned story. All requests for
interviews, filming, and photography should be forwarded to the marketing team
so that a team member can provide any necessary advice to the staff member
taking part.

5.4 Reactive (Unplanned) Media Engagement

5.4.1 Unplanned Media Enquiries

All media enquiries should be referred to the marketing team in the first instance
(see Section 5.1.1)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Xrhm7pBCEZhvzOZjZtwtZP6E8hGIQwTwohGR-_6Xw5Q/edit


5.4.2 Handling the Media

The marketing team is the first point of contact for all media enquiries, including
both proactive (planned) and reactive (unplanned) enquiries.

Should the media approach staff directly on any issue that relates to the Trust, its
schools, staff, or pupils, or to ask for an opinion or comment, they should be
referred to the marketing team. Under no circumstance should the member of staff
address the media or provide comment. For more information, see Section 7.1
Unauthorised Media Engagement.

Teaching staff may occasionally be asked to comment on issues not directly related
to the Trust, its schools, staff, or pupils. For example, a subject-matter expert may
be asked to provide a comment on a story from within their field of expertise. Such
enquiries should be referred to the marketing team, so the suitability of providing
comment can be assessed before a comment or interview is permitted.



5.5 PR Incidents / Crisis Communications

A PR incident within the Trust is likely to attract immediate media interest,
depending on the nature of the incident. Dealing effectively with the media in a
crisis situation is therefore critical.

It is essential that information given out to the media during a PR incident is
accurate, timely, and delivered through easily accessible channels.

All media enquiries in relation to a PR incident will be dealt with by the marketing
team. In the event of enquiries relating to a PR incident outside of normal working
hours, members of the marketing team will engage with media enquiries as
appropriate.

5.5.1 Anticipating PR Incidents

Identifying a PR Incident

The following are examples of events that could result in a PR incident:

● Changes to the running or provision of a school.
● Incidents that affect the delivery of lessons and learning.
● Incidents involving pupils on or off of the school premises (including school

trips).
● Staff conduct.

In addition to standard incident reporting procedures, users should inform the
marketing team if they know of an incident which may result in negative publicity.
This ensures the marketing team has the time needed to investigate the event and
prepare a suitable response in the event that media enquiries are received.

The marketing team will keep staff informed about key media coverage that affects
the Trust and ensure staff are briefed about media enquiries or activity that could
impact them or the Trust.

5.5.2 Avoiding PR Incidents

Some PR incidents are caused by unplanned events that are difficult to foresee or
mitigate ahead of time. However, there is also potential for a PR incident to be
caused by the actions of Trust members.



Premature Media Engagement

Approaching the press too early about an upcoming or anticipated negative story
can be the catalyst that creates a PR incident. For more information about when is
best to approach the media, refer to Section 5.5.3.

Perceptible Executive Decisions

When making executive decisions that are likely to be perceptible to Trust and
school stakeholders, consideration should be given to the timing and approach of
said decisions. The marketing team should be consulted early in the executive
decision-making process so potential PR incidents can be anticipated, avoided, or
mitigated through strategic communications planning.

5.5.2 Involved People

5.5.2.1 Identifying Involved People

During a PR incident, it is essential to identify who must be involved in the
production and distribution of crisis communications. To ensure communications
are accurate and timely, this group should be restricted to:

● Key people involved in the incident.
● A nominated sign-off for any communications produced.
● A nominated spokesperson (who may or may not be one of the above).
● The marketing team.

5.5.2.2 Ongoing Internal Communications

Once the involved persons are identified, it is essential that they remain available
to be contacted at short notice throughout the duration of a PR incident. Involved
people should make every effort to respond to calls, emails, and messages in good
time during a PR incident.

During a PR incident, messaging requirements can evolve rapidly and are subject to
change at short notice. Email is not the preferred method of communication in a PR
incident due to the potential for misunderstanding, duplication of work, and
omission of involved persons.

If appropriate, the marketing team will instead provide those persons involved
with access to a secure instant-messaging platform. In a PR incident, involved
persons are expected to consult the platform regularly and respond in a timely
manner to messages.



5.5.3 Approaching the Media

5.5.3.1 Pre-emptive Media Engagement

When it is anticipated that an incident will attract negative media attention, it can
be tempting to address the issue by proactively engaging the media with a
statement. While this can be effective in some situations, it is more often the case
that approaching the press prematurely about a perceived PR incident can in itself
bring about a PR incident.

The marketing team should always be consulted in the first instance as it may not
be appropriate to engage proactively with the media over a given incident.

Public Perception

The severity of incidents which occur within the Trust or one of its schools can
seem order of magnitudes higher to those within the Trust than it does to those
outside of the Trust. For this reason, it must be carefully considered whether an
incident will likely gain the attention of the media before a media engagement
strategy is devised.

The marketing team should always be consulted in the first instance to advise on
the likely public perception of a given incident.

5.5.3.2 Holding Statements

During a PR incident, the media are likely to approach members of the Trust for
statements and comments before an official stance on the incident has been
finalised and communicated.

All media enquiries should be forwarded to the marketing team in the first instance
(see Section 5.1.1) and no comments should be provided by staff who are
approached by the media.

To address media enquiries before an official statement is made available, the
marketing team will produce a holding statement.

The holding statement will acknowledge the enquiry and summarise the basic facts
of the incident. The holding statement will also explain that the Trust is actively
dealing with the incident and provide a timeframe for when the Trust will address
the media again.



Once a holding statement is prepared, the marketing team will distribute it across
the Trust. Principals will be briefed by their Regional Director on the nature of the
PR incident and provided with further instruction.

All Trust members should refer media enquiries related to the incident to the
holding statement. Additional information or comment should not be provided. If
the media continue to enquire about the incident, their enquiries should be
forwarded to the marketing team.

5.5.3.3 Signing off Media Statements

Media statements are official responses from the Trust to negative or controversial
media enquiries. Media statements will be written by the marketing team on behalf
of the Trust and signed off by the relevant member of staff before release.

Once an official media statement is available, any holding statements will be retired
and all media enquiries should be referred to the media statement. The marketing
team will distribute the media statement across the Trust. If necessary, Principals
will be briefed by their Regional Director and provided with further instruction.

If the media continue to enquire about the incident, their enquiries should be
forwarded to the marketing team.



6 Responsibilities

6.1 Senior Leadership Team

Members of the senior leadership team are responsible for:

● Implementing the Public Relations Policy at the school level.
● Identifying school spokespeople (see Section 5.2).

6.2 School Staff

All school staff are responsible for:

● Reporting incidents likely to generate negative media attention to the
marketing team.

● Suggesting stories likely to generate positive media attention to the
marketing team.

● Referring media enquiries to the marketing team.
● Referring media enquiries to holding statements and media statements as

appropriate.

6.3 TWHF Marketing Team

The White Horse Federation marketing team is responsible for:

● Producing communications related to Public Relations activity.
● Responding to press enquiries.
● Informing users of developing incidents likely to produce negative media

attention.
● Assessing the newsworthiness of suggested stories and preparing

proportionate communications as appropriate.



7 Enforcement

7.1 Unauthorised Media Engagement

7.1.1 Media Enquiries

All media enquiries must be referred to the marketing team in the first instance.
Failure to do so constitutes a breach of this Policy.

7.1.2 Unauthorised Comments or Statements

Providing a statement or comment in response to media enquiries without first
consulting the marketing team constitutes a breach of this Policy and, depending
on the nature of the comment provided, may constitute a breach of safeguarding
policy.

7.1.3 Unauthorised Interviews

Attending a media interview without first consulting the marketing team
constitutes a breach of this Policy and, depending on the nature of the interview,
may constitute a breach of safeguarding policy.

7.2 Failure to Report Events

All staff are responsible for reporting incidents that have the potential to attract
negative media attention. This ensures the marketing team has the time needed to
investigate the event and prepare a suitable response in the event that media
enquiries are received. Failure to report incidents to the marketing team
constitutes a breach of this Policy.

The White Horse Federation makes every attempt to maximise the publicity
received regarding good news generated by its schools. However, the marketing
team relies on staff across the Trust sharing good news stories suitable for
distribution to the media. All staff are asked to exercise diligence in suggesting



potential good news to the marketing team so the profile and reputation of each
school can be preserved and improved.


